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1. Introduction. A field with a valuation is said to be maximal if every

extension of the field must enlarge either the value group or the residue class

field. Kaplansky [l and 2 ] (*) has shown that if the characteristic of a maximal

field is the same as that of its residue class field, under certain conditions the

maximal field is analytically isomorphic to a power series field.

It is the purpose of this paper to state criteria not dependent on the

characteristics of a maximal field and its residue class field for a maximal

field to be analytically isomorphic to a power series field.

In order to accomplish this purpose, a generalized power series field is

constructed in §2. In the process of showing that this field is maximal in its

natural valuation, a result is obtained concerning the cardinal number of a

maximal field. In §3, our main result is obtained.

2. Generalized power series fields. Throughout this paper, K will denote

a field with a valuation V on an ordered abelian group Y, and $ will denote

the corresponding residue class field.

Let M be a system of representatives in K of the residue classes in $.

In particular, let 0 and 1 in K be the representatives of 0 and 1 respectively

in Í?. If a is in K and V(a) 2:0, then let a' be the element in M that belongs

to the same residue class as a, and let B[a] =a—a'.

Let G be a system of representatives in K of .the values in Y. In particular,

let 1 in Zi be the representative of 0 in Y. If a is any element in Y, let t" he

the element in G whose value is a. For x^O in K and a in Y, let c(x, a)

= xta/tVM+a. Let c(0, a) = 1 in K. It is noted that V[c(x, a) ] =0.

Let Ci be the set of all products of the formIT"_ic(x¿, ai), for all Xj in G, ai

in T, and every positive integer ». Let Zi be the set of all elements of the form

P[XXia»W»]> f°r a^ ai, bi, in M, di in Ci, and every positive integer n.

Assume that for every positive integer i<k, d and Z, have been defined.

Then Ck is the set of all products of the form II"-ic«lT™ iC(Xi, 0), for all c¿ in

Ck-i, all Xi in Z*_i, and every pair of positive integers n and m. Lk is the set

of all elements of the form PE?_ia,Wi], for all a,, bt in M, all ¿,- in Ck, and

every positive integer n.

Let C be the join of all the C,, and L the join of all the Z,. It is seen

immediately that:

1. B E?_ifl,-6id¿] is in L for all a,, bi in M, all di in C, and for every posi-

tive integer n.
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2. If c and d are in C, then cd is in C.

3. If x is in 7 or in G, and a is in V, then c(x, a) is in C.

Now let 0 be the set of all finite sums of the values of the elements in

L and 0. We impose the following condition :

Condition 2.1. There are at most a finite number of elements in 6 that are

less than any given element in T.

This condition implies that the set 6 is well-ordered according to the

ordering of T and that its order type is not greater than u. (6 might consist

solely of integral multiples of a single element in T, although this would not

be necessarily so. For example, if T were the additive group of rational

numbers, 0 might consist of all finite sums of the elements 2, 2 + 1/2,

3 + 1/3, • • ■ ,71 + 1/n, • • •.)
If p is any subset of T that is well-ordered according to the ordering in V,

if aa, for every a in p, is an element in Af, then we term 22<^^a, o:G0, a

formal power series (over Af, G).

The power series 22aaat", aCP, and 22ßbßtß, ßCty, are equal if, and only if:

1. "o¡G0, ctCV implies that a„ = 0.
2. "ßC-p, ßCV implies that bß = 0.
3. "aG both p and p" implies that aa = ba.

It can be verified that this equality relation is symmetric, reflexive, and

transitive.

Thus two power series are equal if, and only if, each may be obtained

from the other by the insertion and/or deletion of terms aat", where aa = 0.

We denote by Af(/r) the set of all formal power series (over M, G), subject

to the above definition of equality.

2.2. Addition in M(tr). Let A =22«a°t'"> «G0, and B=22ßhtß, ßCop, be
any two elements in Af(/r).

A+B=D=22sdsts, ÔGA, where A is the set of all elements of the form

a+y, ß+y, for all a in p, all ß in p, and all y in Ô.

If there is no element a in p equal to a given element 5 in A, let aj = 0. If

there is no element ß in p equal to a given element 5 in A, let b¡ = 0.

Let e be the smallest element in A. Then d, = (a,+b.) ', and P [e ] = P [at + bt].

Assume that the elements dp and P [p] have been defined for all p in A that

are less than ô in A, and that for each of these p, B [p] is in L. For each of these

p, let cp = c (B[p],p).

Then ds = (as + b¡+ 22? ci)', where p runs over all elements in A having

the property V(B[p])+p = 5. Since the elements in A and in 0 are well-

ordered, 22ck is a finite summation.

P[ô] =B[as+bs+ 22cp] ls m L, since each c9 is in C. B[ô] is the surplus

of d¡.
2.3 Multiplication in M(tr). Let A and P be defined as in 2.2.

AB=D= 22idith, SGA, where A is the set of all elements of the form

a+ß+y, for all a in p, all ß in p, and all y in 0.
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Let <r be the smallest element in <j>, and let r be the smallest element in

yp. Then cr+r=t is the smallest element in A.

d, = [acbTc(f, r)]'    and   B[e] = B[a,bTc(f, r)].

Assume the elements dp and P [p] have been defined for all p in A that are

less than S in A, and that for each of these p, P [p] is in L. For each of these

p, let cp = c(P[p],p).

Then ds = ( 2^x.i»gx&iiC(/x, p) + 2~lpci)', where X and p run over all elements

in <j> and yp respectively such that X+p = S, and where p runs over all elements

in A that have the property p+ V(B [p]) =8. B [b] =B [ ][>xW\ p)+ £cp]
is in L. B[b] is the surplus oí d>.

Theorem 2.4. With addition and multiplication defined as in 2.2 and 2.3

respectively, M(tT) is a field.

Proof. Addition and multiplication in M(tT) are both obviously commuta-

tive. We now show that addition is unique. Consider the power series 2~La«l"

= 22^", ctE(b and p£7r, and the series  2~lbptß = 2^2urtT, ßE>P and r££2.
We first assume that ir is contained in <b and that yp is equal to 0. Then

2ZaJa+ EW«= 2Z<tos, S£A, and 2>„<"+ I>^= X>x*\ X£A.
It is seen that A is contained in A. Let e be the smallest element in A.

Suppose e is not in A. Then « is in 0, but in neither w nor yp. Hence at = 0, dt = 0.

Now suppose that e is in A. Then e is the smallest element in A, and

mt = (w,+bi)'. d,= (at+bt)'. Since at = w„ it follows that mt = dt.

For every p in A less than 6 in A, assume that d„ = 0 for p not in A, and

dp = m„ for p in A, and that the surplus of d„ equals 0 for p not in A, and the

surplus of d„ equals the surplus of mp for p in A.

Let d¡ = (as+bs+ 2~lci)', as in 2.2. Suppose first that b is not in A. Then b

is in neither ir nor yp, and so a¡ = bi = 0. Likewise by our induction hypothesis,

there can be no element p in A such that F(P[p])+p = S. For if there were,

B [p] would not equal 0, and so p and hence also 5 would be in A. Therefore

ds = (ah+bi)'=0.

Suppose now that S is in A. m¡ = (wt+bs+ 2cp)'> by our induction hy-

pothesis. But ws=a¡. Hence m¡ = d¡.

It can be verified easily now that in every case addition in M(tT) is

unique. In a similar manner it can be shown that multiplication in M(tT) is

unique.

Now we shall show that addition and multiplication are associative and

that the distributive law holds.

Let A = 2~2a<'ia, B= 2~lbata and C= 2~lc<J'a> otE<i>, be any three elements
in M(tv).

We may assume without loss of generality that the element 0 is in <f>.

Let A' be the set of all elements of the form a+y, for all a in <j> and all y in 6.

Let A" be the set of all elements of the form, a+a'+y, for all a, a' in <p and
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all 7 in 0. Let A be the set of all elements of the form a+a'+ct" +y, for all

a, a', a" in p and all y in 0. Then A' contains p, A" contains A', and A con-

tains A".

(A + B) + C = E r*ts,     A + (B + C) = 22 7VS.

(AB)C = }2 dsts, A(BC) = 22 *«**,

(A + B)C =22 nit\ AC+ BC =22 y^, 8 C A.

Let a be the smallest element in p. We may assume that a„ = b, = c„ = 0.

Let e be the smallest element in A. Clearly, then, rc=pt, d, = s„ nt=y„ As-

sume that for all p in A less than ô in A, rp = pp, dp = sp, and 77p=y,,.

Let A ', B', C be the sets of all elements aa, ba, ca respectively for all a in p.

Lemma 2.5. There is a subset ps(A, B) ofp that contains all but a finite num-

ber of the elements in p, and such that the coefficients of tl in A +B and AB and the

surplus of each of these coefficients remains unchanged if each element in A ' and

each element in B' with a subscript in pi(A, B) is replaced by an element in M.

Proof. p.(A, B) consists of every element in p except a. Assume that for

every p in A less than S in A, pp(A, B) has been determined.

Let Qt be the finite set of elements in p of the form 5—r, where t is any

element in p. It is seen that Qi contains S if ,p contains S.

Then p¡(A, B) =np0PO<4, &) ~ Qs, where JJ_ denotes set intersection, and

where p runs over the finite set of elements in A of the form 5— y, where y is

any element in 0.

It is seen that for each of these p, pP(A, B) contains ps(A, B). Hence for

each of these p, the surplus of the coefficients of t" in A +B and .4P would not

be changed by the replacement of each element in A' and each element in B'

with a subscript in ps(A, B) by an element in Af. Hence the coefficients of ts

in A +B and .4P and the surplus of each would not be changed. It is seen that

pi(A, B) contains all but a finite number of the elements in p.

We use the notation of 2.5 and let pi =A¿ (A +B, C)A¿ (A, B + C), and let

il>i=A{'(AB, C)Ai'(A, BC)Al'(A.C, BC).
Let p(l), • • • , p(k) be the finite set of elements in A' that are not in pi.

Let p(k + l), • • • , p(n) be the finite set of elements in A" that are not in pi.

Let Q- n?-i 0pc.)O¿. B) IL"-! 0p(.)(-B, Q H?-i 4>na(A, C). It is noted that
no p(i) is in Q and so that every element in fl is in both pi and pi.

Q, contains all but a finite number of the elements in p. Let D' be the set

of all elements in the sets A', B', C that have subscripts in Í2. D' contains all

but a finite number of the elements in the sets A', B', and C.

We replace each element in D' by 0. By 2.5, since each element in Q also

appears in each pp({)(A, B), the coefficients of /"(i) in .4+P and AB are left

unchanged. Every element in A' not a p(i) is in pi and so is in A{' (A +B, C).

Therefore r¡ is left unchanged. Every element in A" not a p(i) is in pi and so
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in A¿'(AB, C). Hence ds is left unchanged. Similarly it is seen that p¡ and s¡

are left unchanged.

Every element in A' not a p(i) is in A¿(A+B, C). Hence wj is left un-

changed. Since every element in Q also appears in each cpPa)(A, C) and in each

<ppii)(B, C), the coefficients of each ¿"(i) in AC and BC are left unchanged.

Every element in A" not a p(i) is in A/' (AC, BC), and so ys is not changed.

By replacing each element in D' by 0, A, B, and C can be reduced to the

finite summations, A = 2^Laßlß< B~ 2~lbßtß, and C = 2^1c»le respectively. A, B,

and C may be considered as elements in K. In K, A + (B+C) = (A+B)+C

= 2^,*-i Zit"(i)+xk, where each z< is in M, each /"(i) is in G, k is any positive

integer, each p(i) is in A, and V(xi) >p(k).

It follows from 2.1 that if a is any element in Y, there are at most a finite

number of p(i) that are less than a. Hence there is an integer k such that

u(k) =8. (Without condition 2.1, we could not be sure that this would be so.)

But the coefficients z, are determined in the same manner as they would be

if the addition were taking place in M(tT). Hence Zk = rs=ps-

Similarly it can be shown that ds = ss and that «a=yj.

We now shall show that if A = 2~La"ta, R— 2~Lr<*ta' a&<P, are any two

elements in M(tT), then the equation ^4+P=P has a solution in M(tT).

Let A be the set of all elements in the form a+y, for all a in <p and all y

in e. Then A = X>ji5, P= X>{<8, Ô£A.
Let e be the smallest element in A. Let bt = (rt— ai)', B[e]=B[at+bt],

and ce = c(P[e], e).

Assume that b„ has been chosen for all p in A less than b in A, and that the

corresponding elements, P[p] and cp, have been determined.

Then bs = (rs— [as+ 2~2pcpY)', where p runs over all elements in A having

the property V(B[p])+p = 8. B[b] =B[as + bs+ J>p] and cs = c(B[ô], 5).

Let B= 2~2bsts, 5£A. Let A+B=D= ¿dV6, Ô£A. Then d. = (a.+&.)',

and dt — rt = (at+[rt — at]')' — rt = 0.

Assume that dp = rp for all p in A less than ô in A. ds = (as+bs+ 2~2ci)' an<^

ds-rs= [as+ 2>„ + (r{- [a,+ ¿>p])']'-rj = 0. Hence R = D, that is, A+B
= R.

We now show that each element A = 2~l^l"^0, aE<t>, in M(tT) has an in-

verse in M(tT). Let o be the smallest element in <p. We may assume that a„j¿0.

Let x and y be any two elements in M, and let a and ß be any two ele-

ments in T. Then if xyj^O, let m be the element in M that is in the same

residue class in $ as the element y/xc(t", ß), and let r(x, y, a, ß) =m/y. If

xy = 0, let r(x, y, a, ß)=0.

Let A be the set of all finite sums of elements of the form a+y—a, for

all a in <p and all y in 6. Each element in A is positive or 0. The set of all ele-

ments of the form «+7 — 0- is well-ordered. Hence [3, Theorem 3] implies

that A is well-ordered.

Let C=l=Cot°. We shall use a method similar to one used by Hahn  [4]
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to construct B so that AB = C.

Let ß be the smallest positive element in A. Let Bß = cor(a„, Co, 0 — a, a)t"~'.

Let Cß = C-BpA=cot0-(a,,coc(t0-', a)r(a„ c0, 0-a, <r))'t0+ • ■ • =CßfP+

Assume that for every p in A less than X in A, P„ has been chosen so that

BP— 22»c*r(a«, cm> P~a, o-)f~°, where p is in A, 0^p<p, and CP = C—BPA

= cpt»+ • • • .

ThenPx= E,c, r(a„, cp, p— a, a)t'~', Oá=p<X. C\= C—B\A =c,tT+ ■ • • ,
where r is in A.

Let B\=BP+BP,* where P„,*= 22ifirfria; cp, p — cr, o-)tß~°, where p is in

A, p^p<\.
Then a = C-(Bp+Bp,*)A = C-B,A -BP,*A = CP-BP,*A = (cpf+ • ■ • )

~(cPt»+ ■ ■ •).

Hence r'>p for all p in A less than X in A. And so t can be taken equal to X.

Let P= ¿x<V"(a,,, cx, \-a, a)tx~", XGA. Then C-BA =0.

And so it is seen that Af(¿r) is a field.

Let A= 22a<*ta, aG0, be any element in Af(/r), and assume that a„,

where a is the smallest element in p, is not 0. Let V'(A) =o\ It is seen that V

constitutes a valuation of Af(£r) and that corresponding to this valuation, V

is the value group and $ the residue class field.

It is noted that the ordinary power series field constructed by Hahn [4]

and investigated by Krull [5 ] is a special case of M(tT), where C consists solely

of 1, and L consists solely of 0.

It can be proved directly that Af(ir) is maximal with respect to the

valuation V. But instead, we shall prove another theorem of which Af(/r)'s

being maximal will be a corollary.

Let 7 be the set of all elements, a, in K such that V(a) S:0. For a in J,

let 77(fl) be the residue class in $ to which a belongs. Let $(xr) be the power

series field constructed by Hahn [4], consisting of all formal power series of

the form 22«H(ba)xa, aCP, where the ba are in J, and p is a well-ordered

subset of elements in T. Krull [5, Theorem 25] has shown that there is a one-

to-one map of K into $t(xT) such that:

1. If / in S(xr) corresponds to an element in K, then each segment

(abschnitt) of / corresponds to an element in K.

2. If / and h are any two elements in K, f and h the corresponding ele-

ments in $t(xv), and if f-h=H(a)xa+ ■ ■ ■ , then V(f-h-a't")>V(f-h)

(where a' is the correspond of a in Af).

3. a't" corresponds to H(a')xa, where a' is in Af and t" is in G.

Theorem 2.6. Let K be mapped one-to-one into $(xr) so that the map satisfies

(I), (2), and (3). Then K is maximal if, and only if, every element in ®(xT) is

the correspond of some element in K under this map.

Proof. We first assume that every element in $(xr) is the correspond of

some element in K. Let \ap}, where p runs over all ordinals less than a given
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ordinal a, be any pseudo-convergent set(2) in K. Let a„ correspond to

äp= 2ZZZ(öa(p))xa(',) in Ä(xr). Let t, p, and v be any three ordinals such that

a>r>v, o>u>v. Then V(a,—aT) = V(ar — a„) =ß(v), by [l, Lemma 2].

Hence by (2), ZZ(aa(>,)) =ZZ(ûW)) and a(v)=a(r) for all values a(v) that are

less than ß(v), ior all ordinals r that are greater than v and less than a.

Let/ = 2^jH(a»)xß, where the a$ are in /, and where H(a¿) =H(aa(,)) and

ß=a(v) ior every ß that is less than ß(v), for every ordinal v less than a.

fis in $(xr) and so corresponds to an element/ in K. It follows from (2) that

V(f—ar) ^ß(v) for every ordinal v less than a.

V(f - ai) = V[(f - ai) - (a, - aT)] = V(a, - aT) = p»

when <t>t>v. Hence/ is a limit of the sequence [ap], and so K is maximal

by [l, Theorem 4].

Now we assume that K is maximal. Suppose that c= 2~LH(aa)xa, aE<t>, in

$(xr), is not the correspond of an element in K. Let « be the smallest element

in <f>. (3) implies that H(a,)x' is the correspond of an element in K. Let ß be

the smallest element in <p such that 5= 2~2H(aa)xa, e^a<ß, aE4>, is not the

correspond of an element in K.

Let there be a largest element 5 in 0 that is less than ß. Then

d= 2~2H(aa)x", e à« <ô, is the correspond of an element d in K. hetf = d+a'sts.

Let/ be the correspond in $(xr) of /. f—d = a'st6. Therefore it follows from

(2) that /— d = H(ai)xi+ •■ • . This implies that 5 is a segment of/. Hence

(1) implies that 5 corresponds to an element in K.

Now let there be no largest element in <p that is less than ß. Let a(p) be the

element in <p such that the order type of the elements in <j> less than a(p) is p.

Let ß=a(a). Let {ap}, where p runs over all ordinals less than a, he a sequence

in K such that âp= X^ZZ(aa)xa, e^a<a(p), aE4>- When <t>tj>v, (2) implies

that V(a* — ar) =a(v). Hence when o->t>i', o>u>v, a>\>v, then V(ar—aT)

<F(a„—ax). Therefore {ap} is a pseudo-convergent set and has a limit r in

K, by [l, Theorem 4]. Let f be the correspond in $(xr) of r. f= 2~2H(ca)xa.

(2) implies that H(ca) =H(aa) for all a less than ß. Hence f has 5 as a segment.

And so it is seen by (1) that 5 is the correspond of an element in K.

Corollary 2.7. Any two fields with valuations that are maximal and that

have the same residue class field $ and the same value group Y have the same

cardinal number (that is, the cardinal number of the field $(xr)).

Corollary 2.8. The field M(tr) is maximal.

Proof. M(tv) can be mapped upon the field $(xr) by letting ^a0<a in

M(tT) correspond to 2~LH(aa)xa in Ä(xr). This map satisfies (1), (2), and (3).

3. Structure of maximal fields. For convenient reference, we state here

the pair of conditions that Kaplansky [l] called and that we shall refer to as

(') For a definition of pseudo-convergence, see [l].
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hypothesis A. Let the characteristic of $ be p.

1. Any equation of the form xp"+aixp"~1 + • • ■ +an_1xp+a„x+a„+i = 0

with coefficients in $ has a root in $.

2. The value group T satisfies T=pT.

If the characteristic of S is 0, hypothesis A is to be considered vacuous.

Lemma 3.1. 1. If M and G can be chosen so that 2.1 is'satisfied, and if $ and

r satisfy hypothesis A, then K is analytically isomorphic to a subfield of M(tT).

2. IfTis archimedean and discrete (that is, essentially the additive group of

integers), then K is analytically isomorphic to a subfield of M(tT).

Proof. It is seen that in (2), 2.1 is satisfied for any choice of Af and G.

Let M and G be chosen in both (1) and (2) so that 2.1 is satisfied. Let K

be the complete (topologically) closure (s) of K. Let D be the set of all ele-

ments in K of the form 22*-i aitaii)+xk, where the a¿ are in Af, the ta(i) in

G, a(i)<a(j) for i<j, k is any positive integer, V(xk)>a(k), and thea(î)are

such that at most a finite number of them are less than any given element in T.

Let A = 22i-i <Ma(i)+x* and B= 22i-i b4ali)+yk be any two elements

in D. A+B= 22t-i CitPW+zk, where the Ct are in Af, the /"(i) are in G, and

V(zi) >ß(k). The coefficients d are determined by the method of 2.2, and each

ß(i) is of the form a(j) +y, where y is in 0, and 1 Zij< °° • It follows from 2.1

that at most a finite number of the ß(i) are less than any given element in T.

Hence A+B is in D. Similarly it can be shown that AB is in D.

Now let A'= 22*-i ditati) and B' = 22î-i bita(i) be considered as elements

in the field Af(/r). Let C" = ¿c/, ßCP, be the element B'-A' in Af(ir).

Each element in p is of the form a(i)+y, where y is in 0, and l^i<°°.

Hence at most a finite number of the elements in p are less than any given

element in T. Therefore C = 22?-i c,^(i>. Consider the sequence of elements

in K of the form 22i-i Citß(i), for 1 ^7< °°. This is a Cauchy sequence in ~R

and so has a limit Cin K. C= E*-i-c¿^(<)+ft- where k is any positive integer

and V(zi)>ß(k). C is in D, and it is seen that A + C = B.

And so D is an integral domain. Let D' be the set of all elements in M(tT)

of the form 22¡°-i ö;/a(<), where at most a finite number of the a(i) are less than

any given element in T.

Let A = 22i-i aita^+xk in D correspond to A'= 22"-i ait"™ in D'. This

is a one-to-one correspondence, since K is complete. This correspondence is

seen to be an analytic isomorphism between D and D'. Hence the quotient

field E of D is analytically isomorphic to E', the quotient field of D'. M(tT) is

an immediate maximal extension of £'. Any immediate maximal extension of

K is an immediate maximal extension of E. In (1), [l, Theorem 5] implies

that any such maximal extension is analytically isomorphic to Af(¿r). In (2),

(3) K is the field 21 mod 91, where 21 is the ring of all ordinary Cauchy sequences in K and 51

is the ideal of all null sequences in K. That K is unique up to analytic isomorphism can be

proved in the same manner as it is proved for the case where r is archimedean.
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E' is the field M(tv), and E is the field K. Therefore K is analytically iso-

morphic to a subfield of M(tr).

Lemma 3.2. Let K be maximal. If the characteristic p of $ is not equal to 0,

let every element in K have a pth root in K. If Y' is a subgroup of Y such that

there exists a subfield of K that under the valuation induced by V has Y' as its

value group, then K has a subfield that under the valuation induced by V has Y' as

its value group and $ as its residue class field.

Proof.(4). Let T he a subfield of K that under the valuation induced by

F has T' as its value group; let Ï be the corresponding residue class field.

Our hypothesis implies that $ is perfect. Hence $ may be built up from

£ by successive transcendental adjunctions, pth root adjunctions (if p^O),

and joins of such adjunctions, and separable algebraic adjunctions. We shall

build up our required subfield of K through a succession of fields paralleling

adjunctions in $ over £. It suffices to consider a single transcendental, pth

root (if py^O), and separable algebraic adjunction.

Let 5 be a subfield of K that contains T, and let © be the residue class

field and Y' the value group of 5 with respect to V. Let x be any element

in Ä that is transcendental over ©. Let y be an element in K that is in the

residue class x. Then y is transcendental over 5. Let r = ao+aiy+ ■ ■ ■

+aB_iy"-1 be any element in the domain S[y]. It can be verified that

V(r)= minimum (F(a¿)}, for O^t'^w— 1; otherwise, x would have to be

algebraic over ©. And so the field S(y) has Y' as its value group and ©(x) as

its residue class field.

Let x be a pth root, if py^O, oî an element in © or separably algebraic

over ©, and in $. Let g(z) be the monic irreducible polynomial in © of which

x is a zero. Choose in 5 any monic polynomial G(z) oí the same degree as g(z)

and with coefficients representative of the coefficients of g(z) ; if the coefficient

of z' in g(z) is 0, let the coefficient of z* in G(z) be 0. If x is separable over ©,

the Hensel-Rychlik reducibility theorem [5, Theorem 12] implies that K

contains a root y of G(z) =0 in the residue class x. If x is the pth root of an

element in ©, then by hypothesis, G(z) =0 has a root y in K that is in the resi-

due class x. Since g(z) is irreducible, G(z) is irreducible. As before, let r be any

element in S(y). It can be verified that V(r) = minimum { V(ai)\, for 0^1

^ n — 1 ; otherwise x would satisfy a polynomial over © of degree less than the

degree of g(z). Hence S(y) has Y' as its value group and ©(x) as its residue

class field.

Now let A¡, O^i^n, be a finite set of isolated subgroups of T such that

Ao = 0, A„ = T, and A¿_i is a subgroup of A,- for 0 <i ^ n. Let B be the valuation

ring of K, that is, the set of all elements a in K such that V(a) ^0. Let P, be

the prime ideal corresponding to A„ that is, P¿ contains all a in P such that

(4) The proof of this lemma comes directly from the proof of [l, Theorem 7] which in turn

depends upon the proof of [6, Theorem 3]. The argument is merely consolidated here.
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V(a) is not in A,. Let Bp( be the set of all elements in K of the form a/b,

where a and b are in B, but b is not in Pi. Let fti be the field BpJPi. Then

Xn = K,   &0=Ä.

Then by the Aufgespaltungsprozess [5, p. 173], there is a valuation V, of

fti with residue class field fti-i, and value group A,/A,_i, for 0<*^tî.

Lemma 3.3. 7/ K is maximal with respect to V, then fti is maximal with re-

spect to Vi, for 0 <i^n.

Proof. It will suffice if we provç the theorem for the case where w = 2. We

first show that K = ft2 is maximal with respect to F2. Let {ap} be any pseudo-

convergent set in ft2 with respect to F2. Then V2(a„ — ap) < V2(ar — a„) for all

p<a<r. Therefore V(a,—ap) <V(aT—aa) for all p<ff<r. Hence {ap} is a

pseudo-convergent set with respect to V and so has a limit a in K, by [l,

Theorem 4]. V(a—ap) = V(a„ — ap) =yp, for <r>p, for all p. And so V2(a — ap)

= Vi(ac — ap), for a>p, for all p. Therefore a is a limit of {a„} with respect to

F2, and so K is maximal with respect to F2, by [1, Theorem 4].

We now show that fti is maximal with respect to Vi. Let \ap} be any

pseudo-convergent set in fti. Let ap in P/>, be a representative of a,, for all p.

F(<Zp — ô"„) = Fi(ßp — ai) for all p and a. Hence {âp} is a pseudo-convergent

set in K with respect to F, and so has a limit â in 7v. If 0 is a limit of {äp}

with respect to V, then 0 is a limit of {ap} with respect to Fi. If 0 is not a

limit of {äp}, then V(a) = V(äp) for all p greater than or equal to some

ordinal X, by [l, Lemma l]. Hence, in this case, V(a) is in Ai/Ao=Ai, and â

is in Bp,. Let a be the residue class in fti to which ä belongs. It is seen that a

is a limit of {ttpj with respect to Fi. Therefore fti is maximal with respect

to Vi.

Lemma 3.4. Let the characteristic of ft be pj^O, let the characteristic of K be

0, and let j be the smallest integer such that A¡ contains V(p). Then the char-

acteristic of fti is 0 for n^i^j, and is p for j>i^0.

Proof. Let c, be an element in BPi, not in P„ and let g, be the character-

istic of fti, for 0^i = n. Since qiC, is in P¿, it follows that q, is in P¿. Hence

g, is 0 or p. If i<j, then V(p) is not in A,, and so p is in Pi. If i~^j, then

V(p) is in-A¿, and so p is not in P¿.

Let Af¿(/A»/A¿_1), 0<iún, be defined for fti with respect to Ft- in the same

manner as Af(/r) is defined for K with respect to V.

Theorem 3.5. Let K be maximal and let ft and T satisfy hypothesis A. Let

r=A2. If the characteristic p of ft is the same as the characteristic of K, let

A2=Ai. If the characteristic of K is 0 and p^O, let Ai be the isolated subgroup

generated by V(p). Then K=ft2 is analytically isomorphic to a generalized

power series field Af2(iA|!/Al) with respect to Vi, and Mi=fti is analytically iso-

morphic to a generalized power series field il/i(/Al/A°) with respect to Vi.
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Proof.(5). Let q be the characteristic of K. If p = q, then iIZ2(¿Aj/Al) =iti

= íc2 = Z£, and A2/Ai consists of the one element, 0. If p¿¿0 and g = 0, then by

Lemma 3.4, the characteristic of Mi is 0. By Lemma 3.3, K = M2 is maximal

with respect to F2. Hence by [l, Theorem 6], K is analytically isomorphic to

M2(t**'Al) with respect to F2, and M2=Mi.

If p = q, r=Ai=Ai/A0 and Mo = M satisfy hypothesis A. Hence by [l,
Theorem 6], Mi = K is analytically isomorphic to JlZi(/Al/Ao) with respect to

Vi.
Now assume that p^O and g = 0. Then since Y=pY, it follows that

Ai/Ao=Ai = £Ai. Hence Ai/A0 and Mo satisfy hypothesis A.

The prime subfield of $1 has the discrete group A that is generated by

Vi(p) as its value group with respect to the valuation induced by Fi. [l,

Lemma 15] implies that every element in Mi has a pth root in $1. Therefore

3.2 implies that $1 has a subfield that under the valuation induced by Vi

has A as its value group and M=Mo as its residue class field. Let 9î be the

unique complete closure of this subfield. Then di is a subfield of $1.

[7, Theorem 5] implies that 9Î contains a system Mi of representatives of

the residue classes in Mo such that if a, b, and c are the representatives in

Mi oí a, b, and c respectively in Mo, then ub = c implies that ab = c.

We can select a system Gi of representatives in Mi of the values in Ai

such that tri(p) is in 9î and such that if t" and /" are elements in Gi of values

a and ß respectively, then c(t", ß) = tatß/ta+ß is in Mi. The proof of this fact

is exactly the same as the proof of [l, Lemma 13] taken in conjunction with

[l, Lemma 15].

Our result now follows from 3.1.

Theorem 3.6. Let K be maximal and let Y be discrete in the sense of Kaplan-

sky [2 ]. Let Y = A3. If the characteristic p of M is the same as the characteristic of

K, let A3=A2=Ai. If the characteristic of K is 0 and pj^O, let A2 be the isolated

subgroup generated by V(p), and let Ai be.the largest^) isolated subgroup con-

tained in A2. Then K = Mz is analytically isomorphic to a generalized power

series field ilZ3(/A,/A2) with respect to V3; M3=M2 is analytically isomorphic to à

generalized power series field M2(/A2/Al) with respect to V2; and Mi (of whose ele-

ments M2 is a set of representatives in M2) is analytically isomorphic to a gen-

eralized power series field Afi(/Al/Ao) with respect to Vi, where Mi=M.

Proof. Let q be the characteristic of K. If p = q, the results follow from [2,

Theorem].
If g = 0 and p^O, then Lemma 3.4 implies that the characteristic of M2 is

0. By Lemma 3.3, A3 is maximal with respect to F8. A3/A2 is discrete since

T=A3 is discrete. Hence  [2, Theorem] implies that M3 is analytically iso-

(5) A suggestion by Irving Kaplansky to the writer led to the formulation of this theorem

for the case where the characteristic of K is not p and A2?íAi.

(•) It can be verified easily that the subgroup consisting of all elements a in r such that

na < V{p) for every integer n is the largest isolated subgroup contained in A2.
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morphic to Af3(¿A3/A») with respect to F2, and Af3=$2. By 3.4, the character-

istic of fti is p. A2/Ai is discrete and archimedean. And so it follows from 3.1

that $2 is analytically isomorphic to M2(tAl,Al). Since the characteristic of

fti is p and since fti is maximal with respect to Fi, [2, Theorem] implies that

fti is analytically isomorphic to Mi(tAl,\) with respect to Fi, where Afi

= fto = ft.

Corollary 3.7. Let K be maximal. Then K is analytically isomorphic

to a generalized power series field, M(tr), with respect to V, if any one of the

following conditions is met :

1. ft and r satisfy hypothesis A, and if the characteristic p of ft is different

from the characteristic of K, T is the isolated subgroup generated by V(p).

2. T is archimedean, and ft and V satisfy hypothesis A.

3. r is discrete, and the characteristic of ft is the same as that of K.

4. r *j archimedean and discrete.

Corollary 3.8. Let A2 and Ai be defined as in 3.5. Then K is analytically

isomorphic to a subfield of a generalized power series field with respect to V2,

and the coefficient field of this power series field is analytically isomorphic to a

generalized power series field with respect to a valuation that is an extension of Vi.

Corollary 3.9. Every field with a valuation V on an archimedean value

group is analytically isomorphic to a subfield of a suitable generalized power

series field with respect to V.

The last two corollaries follow from the fact that a field with a valuation

can be imbedded in an overfield with a valuation that is an extension of the

given valuation and with value group and residue class field satisfying hy-

pothesis A, by [8, p. 262]. If the original value group is archimedean, the

value group of this overfield will be archimedean.
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